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Introduction
During the last 20 years many results of cell biology under the influence of highfrequency electromagnetic waves, among others of mobile phone radiation1, have
been documented in specialist literature, especially concerning intensities far below
the limiting values.
On cell level changed production rates and a concentration of different aggressive
bio molecules (oxidants, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and others) have been noted,
that are partly able to damage proteins and the DNA, possibly even lead to cancer.
Furthermore many plausible mechanisms have been suggested as to how the causal
connection between the incident radiation and these results could be explained. A
survey about these can be found e.g. in the work of Yakymenko et al. (1, 2). A highly
plausible and experimentally based model has been suggested by Warnke (3) and
Neitzke (4), which was recently confirmed by the work of Barnes and Greenebaum (5,
6). Another mechanism not much noted up to now but quite evident was suggested
by the scientists Dr. Dimitris J. Panagopoulos (University of Athens, Greece), Professor
Olle Johansson (Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden) and Dr. George L. Carlo (Institute for Healthful Adaptation, Washington, DC, USA) and was published in an extended version on the basis of previous contributions in Scientific Reports2 on 12th
October, 2015 (7):
Considering the generally acknowledged electrical qualities of the cell membrane and
its functions they can deduce the following findings while applying physical regularities: Polarized (!) electromagnetic waves – e.g. as mobile phone radiation – are able
because of their polarization and already with weak intensities to irregularly activate
the electro-sensitive ion channels (channel proteins) of the cell membrane without
any biological necessity.
Non-polarized waves – as for instance sunlight and many other natural electromagnetic waves – are not able to do this even with noticeably higher intensities and comparable duration of exposure, but lead to warming that is only biologically dangerous
with much higher intensities or duration of exposure. Electro-sensitive ion-channels
function as sluices: They direct the flow of ions between the inside and outside of the
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cell dependent on the membrane voltage: with the sluice opened ions flow by themselves, e.g. without using further energy, from the place with higher to the one with
lower concentration. An irregular opening or closing of these channels forced
through outer radiation disrupts the natural electro-chemical balance between the
inside of the cell and its surroundings and thus can induce a variety of cell straining
or even damaging chemical reactions within the cell. The dominant result is oxidative
cell stress. With their analyses Panagopoulos et al. can even estimate threshold values
for the electrical and magnetic field strengths which make it possible for polarized
electromagnetic waves to trigger gating of ion-channels and thus become biologically relevant. Thus comparisons between theory and experiment are made possible that
will be very illuminating for further scientific studies. In a scientific view these results
present another important step to understand the interrelation between polarized
radiation and the single cell membrane. Especially within the framework of this physical model it becomes clear why low-frequency pulsed electromagnetic waves of high
frequency are biologically more effective than non-pulsed, high-frequency sinusoidal
waves.

1. Striking results of experimental cellular research
A long time before the introduction of digital mobile telephony – since about 1976 –
specialist literature has reported on non-thermal effects of pulsed high-frequency
radiation in the location of the cell membrane. In the early investigations changes in
the permeability of cell membranes, especially for Na+, K+, Ca++ ions, but also effects
concerning the receptors and other proteins in the cell membrane were shown (8).
The radiation protection commission summarized the results in its recommendation
on “the protection against electromagnetic radiation in digital mobile radio” of 12th
December 1991 as follows (9): “… It was stated for example that the calcium efflux out
of cell cultures (Ca++-ions) under high frequency radiation of 147 MHz modulated
with a frequency between 6 and
20 Hz had risen significantly under certain frequencies (about 10 up to 20%). All in all
some complex dependence of these effects on intensities and frequencies was observed, with some special ranges of frequencies being especially effective. The membrane effects were mostly confirmed so that their existence is considered to be secure
today. It has to be accentuated that the SAR-values3 here are partly smaller than
0,01 W/kg (= 10 mW/kg) and thus are considerably below thermally relevant intensities.”
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In comparison: The SAR-values that are legitimate today are for total body radiation
(e.g. through base stations) are fixed at 0,08 W/kg and for partial body radiation (e.g.
when phoning with a mobile phone) at 2 W/kg.
Even after the introduction of mobile radio technology non-thermal effects in connection with the cell membrane have been intensely researched. Funk et al. have
given a survey of the state of research up to 2006 in their review paper “Effects of
electromagnetic fields on cells” (10) and in their publication “Electromagnetic effects
– From cell biology to medicine” (11). They show amongst other things that electric
fields with electric field strength of 1 millivolt per meter (mV/m) – this corresponds to
a power flux density of ca. 0,0027 µW/m2 – can already cause biologically relevant
changes of the electric charge density at the cell membrane and thus disturbing reactions within the cell. The size of this critical electric field strength is by some 10 thousandth lower than today’s limit values (GSM – 900 MHz: 41 V/m, UMTS: 61 V/m).
The gating of electro-sensitive ion channels through microwave radiation of low intensity has been experimentally well documented: Especially the electro-sensitive
Ca2+ - ion channels (VGCC = voltage gated calcium channels) in the cell membrane
are activated which react especially sensitive to electromagnetic fields (EMF): About
23 studies have documented up to now that VGCCs show non-thermal and other reactions to weak EMF (12). If the VGCCs were blocked, however, by a type-specific calcium channel blocker, the reactions demonstrated before to an EMF exposition did
either not occur at all or only in a significantly weakened form (13).
These results do not only prove that low frequency microwave radiation is indeed
biologically highly effective, but also that the VGCCs are involved in many biological
effects. This makes more findings about eventual bio-physically plausible consequences of weak electromagnetic fields possible. It becomes evident that physiological
and therapeutic reactions as well as pathophysiological reactions after EMF-exposition can occur. A well-documented example of a pathophysiological reaction to EMF
is the damage of DNA (through breaches in single or double strands), which can occur as a consequence to oxidative stress through the nitric-oxide-peroxy-nitritecyclus in which Ca2+-ions function as mediators (fig. 1) (14).
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Fig. 1: Therapeutic and adverse effects of activating VGCCs through low intensity EMF
So the activation of VGCCs through weak mobile phone radiation can with some high
probability be regarded as a key mechanism for the cell-straining influences of this
kind of radiation.
That mobile phone radiation can trigger oxidative stress in many cells has been very
well documented by now in more than 93 studies. A survey of the current state of
research about oxidative cell stress can be found in a publication of Yakymenko et al.
in 2015 (1, 2):”Oxidative mechanisms of biological activity of low-intensity radiofrequency radiation.” The prevailing effect of low-intensity high-frequency radiation –
documented concerning a power flux density starting in 1000 µW/m2 or rather an
absorption rate (SAR) of 3 µW/kg = 0,003 mW/kg – consists of some considerable
overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS), so-called oxidative stress. This cell
stress has an enormous pathogenic potential (12, 15) that can explain cancer and
various other disease patterns and pathological disruptions (DNA-damage, damage
of sperms and embryo, development and behavioral disorder in children and teenagers, inflammations, headaches, exhaustion and other neuro-psychiatric effects, allergies, electro-hypersensitivity and others).
All in all it is shown that the cell membrane must be regarded as the crucial point of
attack of mobile phone radiation: mobile phone radiation activates irregularly functions of the cell membrane without any biological necessity and thus disturbs the
electro-chemical balance between the surface of the membrane and the inner part of
the cell. As a consequence signal cascades are triggered within the cell which again
can stimulate cell damaging reactions. So the biological effects can be accordingly
various and far-reaching.
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2. The model of effect according to Panagopoulos et al. in detail
Even though the experimental results can already clearly show the damaging influence of mobile phone radiation for the cell, the criteria for a scientific proof additionally demand stating a convincing model of effect that identifies the basic interaction
between the incident mobile phone radiation and the cell membrane and renders
predictions possible that can be examined experimentally.
Before presenting the model of effect by Panagopoulos et al. some important principles will be presented.

2.1 Natural and artificial electromagnetic waves in comparison
It is a striking and up to now barely understood fact that artificial electromagnetic
waves can be biologically clearly more detrimental than natural waves with the same
intensity and duration of impact. This is shown among other things by the following
results:
We are constantly surrounded by natural electromagnetic waves of different origins
that can partly have rather high intensities: The sun radiates in central Europe in midsummer from a cloudless sky with an intensity of ca. 700 W/m2, in winter it is only ca.
240 W/m2 at midday, with clouds the radiation sinks below 100 W/m2.
Every human also radiates according to his temperature electromagnetic waves of the
(invisible) infrared spectrum. When resting, he constantly loses energy in a dimension
of ca. 80 W. When we are simply standing beside another human at a distance of ca.
1 meter we receive his electromagnetic waves of the infrared spectrum of an intensity
of 2 - 3 W/m2. The effect of this strong infrared radiation compared to mobile phone
radiation is a biologically unimportant warming of the radiated body.
Artificial electromagnetic waves, especially mobile phone radiation can cause various
biological effects with much lower intensities. Intensities of already 100 W/m2 cause
serious health damage, e.g. deformations of embryos , miscarriages, flaws in the DNA
synthesis, damaged chromosomes, cell tumors, eye damages and many others. These
results are scientifically undisputed and regarded as proven.
In comparison: The present critical value for total body radiation through digital mobile frequencies in the general public is an SAR value of 0,08 W/kg, corresponding to
ca. 10 W/m2 in UMTS waves. For partial body radiation (e.g. the mobile at one’s
head), which was not considered as permanent radiation when determining the critical values, the higher critical value of SAR = 2 W/kg is valid. That corresponds to intensities which can significantly exceed the value of 10 W/m2.
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When comparing this with natural electromagnetic waves it shows clearly that biologically significant effects do not only depend on intensities or rather the power flux
density of waves but that other qualities must be crucial for the biological relevance
as well. It is Panagopoulos’ et al.’s merit to have recognized that besides the intensity
and duration of exposure the polarization of electromagnetic waves is a decisive factor (besides other factors): For they can explain physically why polarized electromagnetic waves because of their polarization already and beginning with a weak intensity
are able to activate the electro sensitive channel proteins of the cell membrane, which
does not happen with natural electromagnetic waves of a comparable intensity. In
this way the various biological dangerousness of natural (mainly non-polarized) and
artificial (polarized) waves can be explained in a natural way.

2.2 What does polarization mean?
Polarization only exists in transversally oscillating waves, in which the amplitude of
the medium occurs transversally (vertically) to the direction of propagation – therefore the name “transversal”. Radio waves and light waves belong here, too: In such
electromagnetic waves the undulating electric field E and the associated magnetic
field H are transversal (vertical) to each other and both fields oscillate transversally to
their direction of propagation.
A wave is called linearly polarized when the two planes on which the fields oscillate
maintain the position in space once produced in the course of time (cf. fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Model of a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave
In fig. 2 Eo is the oscillating amplitude of the electric field intensity, in analogy Ho the
amplitude of the magnetic field intensity. The direction of the oscillation of the electric field intensity is also called direction of polarization. The propagation of the electric part of the wave occurs in the so-called polarization plane. In general an electromagnetic wave can be linearly polarized on every plane.
When the point of the electric field vector rotates in an ellipse round the direction
of propagation it is called elliptical polarization. A special case of this polarization is
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circular polarization in which the field vector moves circularly (fig. 3). In these kinds
of polarization clockwise polarized and counter-clockwise polarized waves can be
distinguished depending on the direction of rotation in which the field vector rotates.
The direction of rotation is determined from the point of observation in which the
wave arrives. Figure 3 thus shows a counter clockwise polarized wave propagated
along the z-axis because the electric field vector turns circularly against the clock
direction around the z-axis. Waves of this kind can be found for example around
high-voltage transmission lines working with 3-phase alternating current.

Fig. 3: Model of circular polarization
Electromagnetic waves are emitted wherever electric charges are oscillating or accelerated, e.g. in household electricity wires, in sources of light, or in radio- or mobile
telephony antennae. When such an electromagnetic wave hits matter the electrons of
the atoms, polar molecules, as well as ions (charged atoms or molecules) of that matter are stimulated or rather induced to oscillate. In particular the oscillating frequency
of the invading electromagnetic wave is forced upon them.
Many artificially produced electromagnetic waves, among others mobile phone radiation, are linearly polarized because of their way of production, because for example
all the electrons in an antenna oscillate in a special fixed direction determined by
their position in space, which is reflected in the polarization of the emitted wave. The
simplest example is a dipole antenna (a straight metal rod of a certain length) in
which the E-field is parallel to it.
Natural electromagnetic waves as for instance sun radiation or the light of light bulbs
and luminescent screen tubes, however, are mainly non-polarized: In a light source
light is produced by the electrons of a multitude of atoms or molecules turning from
a stimulated state after a short time (in ca. 10-8 s) into their non-radiating basic state.
During that time every atom emits a linearly polarized electromagnetic (light-) wave
of finite length. As the oscillation directions of the electrons, however, are oriented
randomly this also applies to the different emitted light waves: Thus natural light con-
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sists of the superposition of many linearly polarized waves of finite length with distinct but different oscillation directions (polarization planes) and random phase differences among them. Besides, the phase relation of the individual waves change in
the course of time as the light source is mostly not strictly monochromatic (just emitting one frequency). The result is an oscillation whose oscillation planes are constantly changing in random phases. Such waves are called non-polarized.
From non-polarized optical waves polarized (partial) waves can develop after diffraction for example on air molecules and also reflection under the Brewster angle on
glass panes. But their share in the total radiation is small.

2.3 Electro-physical aspects of the cell membrane
All living cells have a membrane consisting of a double layer of phospholipids (certain
fatty acids) in which several hundred proteins are fixed that serve different functions,
e.g. as ion pumps, ion channels (channel proteins), anchor (anchor proteins), receptors (receptor proteins) or enzymes.
Some proteins penetrate the membrane completely (so-called integral membrane
proteins IMP), like for instance the receptor proteins and the channel proteins. Thus
such proteins can exert effects or suffer effects on both sides of the membrane.
The membrane and thus all membrane proteins are within an electric field reaching
transversally over the membrane: The voltage of this field is circa UR = -50 to -70 mV
(resting potential)4 with a thickness d of membrane of circa d= 10 nm = 10-8 m =
a ten millionth millimeter (fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Section of the cell membrane with ion channel containing an ion (red)
(schematic presentation)
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When the outer of the cell membrane was selected as reference point, will this lead to negative values of the resting potential.
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Despite the relatively low value of the voltage in pure numbers it means an extraordinarily high change between the inner and outer for the microscopic conditions of the
cell as the calculation of the field intensity shows: The electric field intensity ER has a
value of ER = UR/d = 5 to 7 ∙ 106 V/m = 5 to 7 million volt per meter. Under normal
circumstances high field intensities like that would trigger thundering electric discharges (16, p. 24), which points at the fact, that the cell membrane is a very good
isolator. In order to trigger discharges of flashes in a storm cloud an electric field intensity of only 2000 V/m is already sufficient. In thunderstorms the maximum of field
intensities reached is (only) 25000 V/m.
In the resting state the inner of the cell – considering all the electrically negative and
positive inputs – is altogether negatively charged, whereas the outer of the cell shows
the corresponding positive net charge. As an example, the Na+- concentration outside the cell membrane is higher in the resting state than within the cell, whereas the
K+- concentration is just the opposite. The double lipid layer of the cell membrane
functions between these two as a protecting isolating layer (so-called dielectric). Thus
the cell membrane in a resting state is similar to an electric ball capacitor with dielectric.
The electric tension UR between the outside and the inside of the cell membrane is
actively built up through “ion pumps” (IMPs) using energy in this process (not shown
in fig. 4). Moreover the cell membrane is in charge of many other functions like
taking in nutrients, disposing of waste materials, exchanging signals between cell and
outer world, exchanging water and especially ions like sodium (Na+), calcium (Ca2+),
potassium (K+) and chlorine (Cl-) via the ion channels seated in the membrane which
can be open or closed and are ion selective.
The crucial point is that the opening and closing of the ion channels is controlled:
Normally the ion channels are closed. Depending on stimulation – the very diverse
ion channels are sensitive to different kinds of stimulation – the ion channels become
permeable (open) to ion exchange and let certain ions diffuse for a short span of
time. Opening and closing the ion channels is called “gating” (operating the gate).
The ion channels controlled by voltage and activated through a change in the voltage
of the membrane play a special role. They are significant for signal transmission in
nerve cells, for example: As soon as a nerve cell is locally stimulated the Na+ channels
open for a short time (for ca. 1 millisecond) and Na+ - ions can spontaneously stream
into the cell according to the difference in concentration5. Thus the membrane voltage is reduced concerning the nominal sum (depolarization) and even lifted to positive values of circa +30 mV, because the negative electric charges within the cell are
electrically overcompensated by the Na+- ions. The membrane voltage being
5
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The current in the opened channel was experimentally determined to 4 ∙ 10 A, i.e. 2,5  10 Na ions flow through the channel per second with a velocity of v  25 cm/s (cf. (19), p. 637)
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changed in its charge in turn effects that neighboring K+- channels controlled by
electric voltage open – after circa 0,5 ms – so that K+- ions stream out of the cell
according to the difference in concentration until the channel closes again after
about 2 ms. The depolarization of a membrane segment leads to the opening of
more Na+-channels in neighboring segments. The process described above is repeated and thus the short-term local change in the membrane voltage – the so-called
action potential – is reproduced along the axon of the nerve cell with a speed of ca.
10 m/s. After a “recreation phase” of the activated cell segment the original membrane voltage is reestablished (repolarization) and the cell can be stimulated here
anew: In this way a nerve cell can transmit a nervous impulse every 10 ms. Ion pumps
restore the slightly changed Na+- or K+- concentrations along both sides of the
membrane with energy input (accord. to Voet et al. (17), p. 331).
The fast changes in the membrane voltage are only rendered possible through the
high permeability of the different ion channels which is possible only momentarily
when the channels open. In this way the cell can effectively react to environment
stimuli.

2.4 Conditions for the opening of voltage-gated ion channels
The material composition of voltage-gated ion channels mostly consists of four equal
units which are symmetrically ordered around the ion channel (similar to a four-leaf
clover without stem; the opening in the middle corresponds to the channel). Therefore they are called tetramers (tetra = four). A graphic presentation (protein structure)
of a K+- channel is given in figure 5.
Each of the four units of a K+- channel consists in turn of six subunits (transmembrane domains) termed S1 to S6 and even further subunits that cannot be dealt with
here.
Each one of the four units contains an electro sensitive sensor twisted like a screw
which is electropositive on its extra-cellular side (shown in fig. 5 with the + sign).
They form the subunit S4 and are also called S4-helix. They are positioned (with a
short distance) symmetrically around the ion channel and are largely aligned parallel
to its axis. In the resting state of the cell the electro sensors are electro-chemically
balanced. This balance keeps the bottom of the ion channel closed to the intracellular side.
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Fig. 56:View of the extra-cellular part at the cross-section of a K+- ion channel:
The cellular plasma is behind this view. A K+- ion is indicated through
a yellow ball in the center of the channel.
From many experimental studies it is known that a voltage-gated ion channel opens
as soon as the membrane voltage UR changes by an amount of ca. U = 30 mV. That
happens when for example sufficiently numerous negative ions flow along the inner
membrane side through the membrane to its other side. That leads to a change of
the electric forces within the membrane, which influence especially the electro sensors S4 and shift them to the extra-cellular membrane side because the forces of the
negative charges within the cell attracting the positive ones of the sensor decrease.
This movement of S4 spreads via a kind of pull-out lever the channel end at the inner
membrane side so that it opens and releases the ion flow. This process has been scientifically well researched and presents biophysical basic know-ledge (17). The force
Fopen resulting from the change of voltage U which influences the electropositive
sensors S4 thus leading to the opening of the channel can be easily calculated using
the value in terms of U = 30 mV, the membrane thickness d = 10-8 m and the effective charge qeff of the electro sensor (qeff = 2,72 ∙ 10-19 Coulomb):
Fopen = qeff  U/d = 8,16  10-13 N

()

N stands for Newton, the unit of force. This extremely low force Fopen is already able
to open the ion channel. Normally the force Fopen results from appropriately big
changes in charges on one or both sides of the cell membrane. On the other side it
has been known from experimental studies (p. 3), that the ion channels can also open
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other K - channels (cf. (17), S. 331).
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under the influence of outer electromagnetic waves, like mobile phone waves. It is the
merit of Panagopoulos et al. to have recognized that this force Fopen can be generated
especially through the polarization of electromagnetic waves that exert an influence
on the voltage-gated ion channels from outside. The remarkable and revealing
mechanism here is as follows:

2.5 The opening of voltage-gated ion channels through non-pulsed EMF
Without the influence of an electromagnetic wave all positive and negative charged
ions (free mobile and ligated) in the cell membrane are in a dynamic electro-chemical
balance. Here all ions exert either attracting or repellent coulomb-forces (of different
degrees depending on the distance). In the balanced state every ion remains more or
less in its position (because of the thermic movement there is no rest) and oscillates
around this balanced position (because of the repulsing forces of the other ions). In
the balanced state the sum of the coulomb-forces of all the ions that influence any
ion A together with the chemical forces of the surrounding medium constitutes zero.
Only when this ion A moves away from its balanced position friction forces with the
surrounding fluid and repulsing forces through all the other ions in the surroundings
have an effect, which, however, is very weak under small deviations, as Panagopoulos
et al. showed in their publication (19).
With an electromagnetic wave exerting influence the electric field vector E exerts an
oscillating force on all charge carriers. The free mobile ions that are near an electro
sensitive ion channel, i.e. some ions on the outer and inner side of the cell membrane
and especially those ions that are enclosed within the ion channel itself, are very significant for the process to come. It is typical that every periodically oscillating electromagnetic wave forces these ions to oscillate, too, namely with the frequency f of
the stimulating wave as all charges of electromagnetic fields experience forces.
Moreover polarized (!) electromagnetic waves effect an additional phenomenon during the duration of exposure, which Panagopoulos et al. were the first to recognize in
their calculations: As the electric field vector E of the polarized wave oscillates at the
place of each ion on a sterically fixed plane especially the free mobile ions are shifted
sterically coherent with their normal balanced position in the cell to a new neighboring position corresponding to the direction of the electric field vector, around which
they now oscillate in phase with the wave (fig. 6).
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Fig. 6: Forces and the effect on a free mobile ion
The new balanced position only shifts very slowly back in the direction of the old balanced position so that it seems to be in a new balanced position for some time longer. The firmly ligated ions, however, especially the charges of the voltage sensors, are
not shifted by the influencing fields and stay in their position. This is a surprising result contradicting the expectation that the free mobile ions only oscillate more
strongly through EMF – i.e. with bigger amplitude – around their “old” balanced position. Only this relatively long shift contrary to expectations is the reason that the ions
come near the voltage sensors S4 of the ion channels sufficiently long to be able to
exert coulomb-forces strong enough for the channels to open.
With non-polarized waves, however, a prolonged shift can’t happen because the shift
directions change continuously in space so that on average an almost constant shift
cannot result during the duration of exposure.
The extent of the shift V of the free mobile ions depends on three evident factors:
The shift V grows in proportion to the maximum force F0 that is exerted by the electromagnetic wave on the charge carrier (it is equal to the product of the amplitude E0
of the electric field intensity and the quantity of the electric charge q of the ion), and
decreases with the frequency f of the oscillation of the stimulating wave, that means
the faster the direction – the up and down – of the electric field intensity E (with constant amplitude) changes the less time remains for the ion to follow, the smaller the
shift. Moreover it is determined by the attenuation k  4  10-11 kg/s of the surrounding viscous medium7 in which the charge oscillates. The calculations of Panagopoulos
et al. show the following plausible connection:
Shift V = F0 / f · k = q E0/4 f ∙ 1011 s / kg

7
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kg/s.
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In other words: The stronger the electric field intensity E0 of the polarized electromagnetic wave – and thus the intensity or rather power flux density of this wave –
and the less its frequency f the bigger is the shift of a free mobile ion within the cell.
Panagopoulos et al. arrived at this result with the help of the mathematical solution
of Newton’s basic equation for forced oscillations of ions in viscous media with back
drifting forces existing in an elaborate calculation requiring deep-seated knowledge
and which therefore cannot be presented in detail here. Its extensive presentation can
be read in Panagopoulos et al. (19).
The shift becomes biologically particularly effective if for instance the Na+- ions
locked up inside the ion channel are shifted along the axis of the ion channel in the
direction of the positive charged voltage sensors S4 (in fig. 5 into the reader’s direction) and thus get very near to them. In this way the voltage sensors experience an
increased repellent coulomb-force F (equal charges push each other off the more the
nearer they are). When this increased coulomb-force F becomes equal or bigger than
the above named force Fopen = 8,16  10-13 N (compare equation()) the voltage sensor starts to move and the channel opens.
Panagopoulos et al. were able to calculate with the help of the Coulomb law that
already a minimal shift of Vopen = 10-12 m of four free mobile ions near S4 in the ion
channel is sufficient for this force8. This small shift is only a 10 thousandth of the
membrane thickness or circa a hundredth of the ion diameter (cf. Panagopoulos et
al. (7)). But the corresponding activating shift of the free mobile ions on the inner
respectively outer side of the cell membrane that are near the voltage sensors S4 has
about twenty-fold higher values9.
In this way an obvious and convincing mechanism is presented how polarized electromagnetic waves exerting an influence from outside can trigger the opening of
voltage-gated ion channels. The activation is not the result of a direct effect of EMF
on the voltage sensors of the ion channels as they are too weak to affect that. Only
through the free mobile and easily shifting ions near the voltage sensors forces on
the voltage sensors can be created that are big enough to open the channel.

8
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The number four is realistic: Experimental studies showed that in the closed ion channel multiple
ions are enclosed. For a single ion the minimal shift that opens the channel has a higher value:
-12
Vopen = 4  10 m.
The higher value is a consequence of the higher dielectric constant of the inner respectively outer
side of the cell membrane by comparison with the inner of the ion channel (19).
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2.6 Threshold values for the opening of voltage-gated ion channels
With the results presented so far threshold values of the influencing polarized waves
can be estimated which must exist in the cell membrane to be able to open the channel:
The ion channel opens when the ion shift V within the ion channel which is triggered
by the stimulating polarized electromagnetic wave is bigger than the minimum necessary value of Vopen = 10-12 m, that means:
For V > 10-12 m the ion channel opens.
This condition can be transcribed for V with the help of the equation () on page 13
into an equivalent condition for the electric field intensity E0 of the stimulating electromagnetic wave:
E0  4 f /q  10-23 kg m/s = f / 4 z  10-3 s V/m

()

f: frequency; z: charge number; q: charge of the free moving ion: for Na+, K+ and Cl- is
q = 1,6  10-19 C and z = 1; for Ca2+ is q = 3,2  10-19 C and z = 2.
The right side of the equation () represents threshold values for the electric field
intensities which at the least have to exist for the channel to open. They increase in
proportion to the frequency of the wave and the other way round, decrease in proportion to the value of the charge of the free mobile ion.
Putting in the values for q or rather z the following conditions for the opening of the
ion channels result:
For Na+, K+ and Cl-: E0  f  0,25 s mV/m,
For Ca2+:

E0  f  0,125 s mV/m

These equations are very revealing when putting in the common carrier frequencies
of today for the frequency f. For the various ion channels for single charged ions
(Na+, K+ and Cl-) the following threshold values result:

Carrier frequency f
50 Hz domestic net
carrier frequency
10 kHz Atmospherics
900 MHz digital mobile
carrier frequency
10

Electric field intensities
E0 opening the channel

Power flux densities I0
opening the channel10

E0  12,5 mV/m

I0  0,4 µW/m2

E0  2,5 V/m

I0  16,6 mW/m2

E0  2,25 105 V/m

I0  1,34  108 W/m2

2

I0 can be calculated from E0 by means of I0 = (E0) / 377 .
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For the electro sensitive Ca2+- ion channels the threshold values for the electric field
intensities E0 have to be halved, for the power flux densities quartered. According to
this model they belong to the most sensitive ion channels.
The table shows very clearly that already very weak polarized waves with low frequencies (in the range of mV/m) are sufficient at the cell membrane to open the ion
channels. With the carrier frequencies of mobile phone radiation, however, the field
intensities ought to become extremely high, which does not happen in practice. The
critical values already limit the fields to a maximum of 10 W/m2 or 61,4 V/m. On the
other hand all used waves of digital mobile telephony contain obvious or hidden pulsations lying within the low frequency range (ca. 10 to 2000 Hz). Via these pulsations
mobile phone fields are yet able to open the ion channels as will be shown in the following.

2.7 The effect of pulsed EMF on the shift of ions
The pulsation of electromagnetic waves means in the simplest case that the (highfrequent) wave is continuously switched on and off. If this on-/off-switching happens
in a consistent sequence the pulsation on hand is periodical. A vivid example of the
periodical pulsation of light waves is the rhythmical blinking of lamps. Figure 7 shows
the low-frequency pulsation of a WLAN-transmitter in backup mode. (Detail of two
pulses, the distance not according to scale):

axis of time t
The pulses follow in a regular interval of 0,1 s, which corresponds to a pulsation frequency fp = 10 Hz, i.e. 10 pulses per second. The pulse length  here is only 0,5 ms,
which corresponds to a two-hundredth of the period between two pulses. Within a
pulse (blue rectangle) a high-frequency electromagnetic carrier wave oscillates with
the WLAN-frequency of for example fT = 2,4 GHz = 2,4  109 Hz. Thus during the time
of a pulse of 0,5 ms 1,2 million oscillations of the carrier wave take place.
As was shown in part 2.6 a high-frequency wave is not able - given today’s permitted
and typical values for the electromagnetic field intensity or rather power flux densities
– to effect a sufficiently big average shifting of ions, so that the ion channel opens.
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We can only assume a small shifting Vmin which is created by the pulse and can be
calculated according to the equation () on p. 15. However, how can a lowfrequency pulsation of a high-frequency wave be able to effect a sufficiently big shift?
With the help of the consideration and the results of Panagopoulos et al. the following mechanism can be imagined and plausibly justified:
Panagopoulos et al. could demonstrate in their research (19) that a shift once accomplished only very slowly decreases on its own – that means without influence of an
outer field - , that the ion only very slowly returns to its original balanced state. This
is due to the very special physical circumstances within the cell: the ion mass is extremely small, so are the repulsing forces when the ion leaves its balanced position.
Moreover the medium in which the ion moves is very “tough” (viscous) leading to a
strong attenuation of every uninfluenced movement. For the WLAN-backup signal
this means that a shift of the ion triggered by the first pulse (already by the pulse
build-up) remains practically constant within the break of 0,1 s between two pulses
and only minimally decreases: The decrease of the shift in percentage is within a
range of 10-12! This is an extremely small value! So we can deduce that within the
breaks between two pulses the ion maintains the position once achieved at the end
of a pulse.
During a pulse the ion oscillates around a (medium) shift Vmin: The calculation shows
that the maximum shift achieved is 2 Vmin, the minimum shift is 0. Assuming that the
ion has a (medium) shift at the end of a pulse according to the equation () on p. 13
then this shift will still exist at the beginning of the next pulse, the ion has by far not
yet returned to its original balanced position. A newly starting high-frequency wave
can thus effect another medium shift Vmin so that after a number of n pulses (n= 1, 2,
3, …) a medium total shifting of V = n Vmin is produced.
If at the end of a pulse the ion has been shifted exactly according to the value Vmin
depends on the details of the wave within the pulse: For the wave is modulated in a
certain way according to the data being transferred so that the real shift at the end of
the first pulse can be smaller or even bigger. Only the statistic average produces the
shift Vmin. But it is crucial that the next pulse will definitely lift or increase the first shift
achieved, again in the statistic average of Vmin, if the rise of the pulse always happens
in the same way which is technically common. This mechanism can be compared to
hammering a nail into a wall: With every strike (pulse) the shift is increased, because
between two strikes the achieved shift is not abolished but remains existent.
The number n of the pulses is related in a simple way to the pulse frequency fp and
the time t which has passed after n pulses: n = fp  t.
Therefore the shifting of the ion after the time t is given in the equation:
V = n Vmin = Vmin  fp  t

()
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A more detailed calculation according to the theory of Panagopoulos et al. shows
that this equation is an approximation which, however, represents a very good approximation for all typical phases of exposure. It’s only when the exposure lasts for a
long time that the shift approaches a saturation value.
As shown on p. 14, the ion channel opens for V  10-12 m. This condition can be transcribed with the help of the equation () on p. 13 into an equivalent condition for
the duration t which must pass to make the ion channel open with a given electrical
field intensity E0 of the exciting electromagnetic wave:

z: valence of the ion, fT: carrier frequency, fp pulse frequency
The equation () makes clear that basically with every field intensity E0 an
opening of the ion channel can happen if the duration of exposure is accordingly
long. So in this mechanism for pulsed waves there is theoretically no minimum field
intensity or threshold value underneath which not any disturbing biological effects
occur. However, the smaller the field intensities the longer the necessary duration of
radiation becomes so that the values here can become unrealistic. In the following
some typical examples from practice are meant to make the significance of the equation () for calcium ion channels (z = 2) clear. For the other ion channels (z = 1)
durations twice as long result.
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a) WLAN in back-up mode and with full transmission capacity
Carrier frequency fT = 2,4 GHz, pulse frequency in back-up mode fp = 10 Hz, pulse
duration (without increase and decrease time)  = 0,46 ms, with access points also
 = 0,25 ms. When data are transmitted with full transmission capacity the pulses become longer. An almost continuous signal comes about which is only interrupted by
short confirmation signals of the recipient (22). Because of this higher pulse frequencies of about 600 Hz occur, i.e. the pulse frequency corresponds to the sixtyfold value
of the pulse frequency in back-up mode. Correspondingly the duration until the gating of the channel is diminished by 1/60, hours become minutes!

The table shows that the medium durations after which the ion channel opens grow
in proportion to the distance of the radiation source and are shorter by an approximate factor of 60 with full transmission capacity than with back-up mode of the
source.
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b) DECT-telephone in backup mode and with full transmission capacity
Carrier frequency fT = 1,9 GHz; pulse frequency fp = 100 Hz; pulse duration with missing active connection:  = 0,083 ms, with active voice communication  = 0,368 ms.
Each HF-pulse (burst) is transmitted with maximum power, i.e. with ~ 250 mW (base
station as well as mobile part). The medium performance is lower according to the
pulse duration, but for the biological effect the peak value is crucial.

In this table it can be noticed again that the medium durations after which the ion
channel opens increase in proportion to the distance of the radiation source. In the
close-up range (mobile part at one’s head) they can become very short!
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c) GSM 900 – mobile telephony
Carrier frequency fT = 0,9 GHz; pulse frequency of the used time slot (out of 8 available ones) (in a mobile phone) fp = 216,66 Hz; the base station broadcasts with a multiple of the pulse frequency fp depending on the number of busy time slots so that
even pulse frequencies of 2 x 216,66 Hz = 433,33 Hz, 3 x 216,66 Hz = 650 Hz and so
on up to 8 x 216,66 Hz = 1733,33 Hz occur, when all time slots are busy.
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d) UMTS
Carrier frequencies: fT = 1.900 – 2.170 MHz; pulse frequency in TDD-operation of the
used time slot (out of 15 available ones) (in a mobile phone): fp = 1.500 Hz. In FDDoperation (mode) pulsation as in WLAN, DECT and GSM does not exist. Therefore the
durations until the calcium ion channel opens cannot be absolutely convincingly estimated with the considerations of Panagopoulos and the equation (). For
TDD-operation (mode) the following applies:

Here again the values show that in close-up range (for instance the mobile phone at
one’s head with I0  100.000 µW/m2) very short durations of exposition are enough to
open the ion channels.

3. Discussion and conclusions
Experimental identifications of the threshold values with preserved tissue samples
show that the threshold values for not pulsed EMF according to the equation ()
theoretically calculated by Panagopoulos et al. are in fair agreement with these studies. Moreover Panagopoulos et al. can also estimate the threshold values for the
magnetic field intensities of the polarized wave. This is extensively presented in
Panagopoulos et al. (23). Also a comparative test with other theoretical models of
effect shows that the model by Panagopoulos et al. is superior to those (24).
If one compares the theoretically found threshold values or rather durations of exposure until the ion channel opens with the field intensities E0 which today’s artificially
produced polarized and pulsed waves (WLAN, DECT, GSM, UMTS, TETRA, LTE etc.)
have then all biologically potentially effective field intensities with the normally occurring durations of exposure exist abundantly in our invisible environment. Also weak
pulsed high-frequency fields can become biologically effective in line with the pre-
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sented mechanism of effect with a respectively continuous duration of exposure (for
example during sleep at night). Radio waves cannot simply be screened from a living
organism (it is not a Faraday cage), but penetrate via the bodily surface with decreasing intensity into the body (5 – 10 cm, depending on the tissue). The electric fields are
weakened in that process, but the magnetic ones are not. How much the electric field
decreases (the attenuation) depends on the frequency and also on the tissue. In general the following applies: The higher the frequency the lower the penetration depth.
Thus all cells at the surface of the body and near it are affected especially by the biological effect of mobile phone radiation. Optical radiation for example only penetrates the skin surface by a fraction of millimeters.
Another point Panagopoulos et al. point at is the ability of polarized waves of constructive and destructive interference. In constructive interference the electric fields
are superposed locally so that they add and thus produce higher power flux densities.
For a great number of polarized fields of the same frequency as in areas with a multitude of WLAN stations so-called hot spots can easily come about: These zones of
heightened intensity accordingly lead to a biologically higher effectivity if one stays in
such zones. Normally a multitude of mobile phone waves of the same polarization
but different phase length and power flux density exists. So the superposition does
not lead to locally fixed hot spots but to time variable places of constructive interference whose position cannot be foreseen at a definite point of time.
Increasing biological cell activities do not necessarily result in observable impairments
of health as the organism reacts with counter measures and thus tries to compensate
for the interruption which means stress for the cell. These adaptive reactions are only
effective to a certain extent and not to a hundred percent, especially not if the organism is (pre-) weakened by outer stress, illnesses or (light or heavy) metals and other
environmental pollutants. If it is exposed to polarized pulsed waves in this state the
probability for health damages increases, especially if the organism is exposed to the
waves continuously.
Until today the influence of the polarization of pulsed electromagnetic waves on the
organism has been paid only little consideration in scientific literature and has been
underestimated in its importance. It is the merit of Panagopoulos et al. having recognized polarization and pulsation as crucial factors for the biological relevance of these
waves. Moreover they have deduced theoretical threshold values which are in positive
accordance with the previous experimental results. Therefore their work is a pathbreaking contribution to better understand the mechanism which is the basis for biological effects through microwave radiation.
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